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AUXILIARY MARKS/LOCKUPS

Auxiliary Marks/Lockups work in partnership with official WGU branding assets. They are not logos; they are stand-alone graphic elements used to support your group’s initiatives. However, as partner marks, they work together with WGU branding assets and must conform to WGU brand practices. Auxiliary Marks/Lockups should never be confused with the WGU logo or the university’s brand. They should never be used as the primary representation of the university on any WGU product or communication, nor should they ever appear as an addendum or addition to the WGU logo. The primary representation of WGU and its initiatives should always be WGU’s logo.

Because we work hard to safeguard the integrity of our brand, WGU does not allow alterations or additions to our copyrighted logos, mascot, or branding assets. Nor do we allow individual groups from the university to create branding outside of the larger WGU brand umbrella. Auxiliary Marks/Lockups must work together with the larger WGU brand, not in place of it.

Auxiliary groups are expected to consult with WGU Marketing before pursuing the creation of any Auxiliary Mark/Lockup.

An Auxiliary Mark/Lockup must be approved by WGU Marketing before it can be used. WGU Marketing reserves the right to deny requests to develop or use Auxiliary Marks/Lockups. Those marks/lockups will also be expected to follow appropriate guidelines for their development and use.

The 2020 Year of the Nurse Lockup provides an effective example of how an Auxiliary Mark/Lockup should be used. When applying your Auxiliary Mark/Lock-up please follow the same guidelines that have been outlined for its use in the following example.

2020 YEAR OF THE NURSE LOCKUP

YEAR OF THE NURSE LOCKUP

Pantone Colors
- Cool Gray 7
- Pantone 202
- Pantone 540
- White
- Pantone 202
- Pantone 2209

Year of the Nurse Lockup

Year of the Nurse Lockup Reverse
AUXILIARY MARKS/LOCKUPS (CONT.)

YEAR OF THE NURSE LOCKUP: ALTERNATES

![YON Lockup Long](image1)

![YON Year Lockup](image2)

YEAR OF THE NURSE LOCKUP: CLEAR SPACE

To protect the integrity and readability of the Year of the Nurse Lockup, you must leave the required minimum (or greater) clear space on all four sides of the lockup. That minimum clear space is defined as half the X-height of the numerals in the lockup’s 2020. There are no exceptions to this requirement.

![Clear Space Diagram](image3)

YEAR OF THE NURSE LOCKUP AND THE WGU LOGO

In those instances where the Year of the Nurse Lockup and the WGU logo are used together, the YON Lockup should never appear as if it is a part of the WGU logo. To ensure this visual separation, there should always be a minimum of one X-height’s clear space between the two marks. That minimum clear space is defined by the height of the W in the WGU logo.

![Separation Diagram](image4)
YEAR OF THE NURSE LOCK-UP: BEST PRACTICES

WGU’s Auxiliary Lockups should never be confused with the WGU logo, nor should they appear as the primary WGU identity or as an addendum to the WGU logo. For this reason, it is recommended that, whenever possible, the YON Lockup remains distinctly distanced from the WGU logo as demonstrated below. If the specific use of the lockup does not allow for complete visual separation, the YON Lockup and the WGU logo should be separated by an appropriate amount of clear space.
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